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1 China’s Approach to Governance Reform

Abstract

This chapter introduces the empirical and theoretical puzzles moti-
vating the book lays out core theoretical innovations and hypotheses, 
and summarizes the main empirical findings. The chapter also sets the 
stage for subsequent sections by describing the overall political context 
in which governance reforms unfolded, including political develop-
ments before and after the leadership transition that took place at the 
Eighteenth Party Congress in November 2012. We advance two general 
arguments. First, existing measures of Chinese governance overlook 
subtle but important changes in how the Chinese party- state interacts 
with society. Second, these changes –  namely, a turn towards admin-
istrative reforms focusing on government transparency and consulta-
tive decision- making –  are instrumental in nature and are primarily 
designed to monitor subordinate officials and secure information about 
citizen preferences concerning government decisions. The reforms are 
resulting in significant governance outcomes, notably lower corruption 
and enhanced legal compliance, but these outcomes also depend on a 
broader societal ecosystem that includes an active media and robust 
civil society.

* * *

Following the dawn of the reform era in 1978, when agricultural reform 
experiments took root in the ashes of the Cultural Revolution, the People’s 
Republic of China (PRC) has undergone an economic and social trans-
formation that is unprecedented in both speed and scale.1 Economic 
growth averaged an astonishing 9.9 percent over three decades. China 
is now the largest manufacturer in the world, and its economy, having 
overtaken Japan in 2010, is the second largest after the United States. 

 1 China’s economic transformation is a hundred times the scale of Britain’s in the eigh-
teenth century, and has been taking place at more than ten times the speed. See E. Osnos, 
Age of Ambition: Chasing Fortune, Truth, and Faith in the New China (New York: Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 2014), p. 4.
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Chinese citizens have benefitted enormously from this rapid economic 
expansion. Although China remains a middle- income country, where 
the gross domestic product (GDP) per capita is only about one- fifth of 
the US level, incomes have risen from an estimated US$225 in 1978 to 
$7,925 in 2015. In addition, 500 million people have been lifted out of 
poverty, the urban population has risen from 17.9 percent to 53.7 per-
cent of the total, and the middle class expanded from just 1 percent in 
the early 1990s to 35 percent in 2008, and could increase to 70 percent 
by 2020.2

Yet, while China’s economy and society have been in a state of con-
stant change, the political system seems all but immutable. The Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP), which came to power through war and revolu-
tion in 1949, has maintained a firm and continuous monopoly on politi-
cal power and shows no proclivity toward political liberalization. This 
perception of suspended political development only deepened during 
the administration of Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao from 2002 to 2012 –  
a period often characterized as a “lost decade” of reform by observers 
who point to an expanding security apparatus, the erosion of basic legal 
protections, and a reversal of earlier electoral and legislative reforms.3 
Since the Eighteenth Party Congress in November 2012, moreover, 
China’s new leadership under Xi Jinping has launched a heavy- handed 
anti- corruption campaign while expanding control over the press, social 
media, the Internet, academics, lawyers, NGOs, and other groups.4

Alongside these authoritarian moves, however, China’s leaders have 
also implemented far- reaching administrative reforms designed to 
promote government transparency and increase public participation 

 2 World Bank and Development Research Center of the State Council, China 2030: 
Building a Modern, Harmonious, and Creative Society (Washington, DC: World Bank, 
2013), pp. 3– 73 (Part I: Overview); and World Bank Open Data at http:// data.worldbank.
org/ indicator/ NY.GDP.PCAP.CD?locations=CN. On the middle class, see D. Wilson and 
R. Dragusanu, The Expanding Middle: The Exploding World Middle Class and Falling Global 
Inequality, Goldman Sachs Global Economics Paper No. 170 (July 2008), p. 10.

 3 For a discussion of reform stagnation during the Hu- Wen administration, see I. Johnson, 
“China’s lost decade,” New York Review of Books (September 2012); Shi Jiangtao, 
“President Hu Jintao’s legacy seen as one of stability but stagnation,” South China 
Morning Post (September 7, 2012). In the latter piece, prominent Peking University Law 
Professor He Weifang is quoted as saying, “The past 10 years have seen virtually no prog-
ress in the rule of law. We have seen, on the contrary, setbacks and even backpedalling.”

 4 The official order for these policies came in the form of Document No. 9, issued by the 
Party Central Committee in April 2013, which instructed all party units to root out such 
manifestations of Western values as an independent media, civil society, and constitu-
tional democracy. See C. Buckley, “China takes aim at Western ideas,” New York Times 
(August 19, 2013); S. Lubman, “Document No. 9: The Party attacks Western democratic 
ideals,” Wall Street Journal (August 27, 2013).
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in official decision- making.5 These reforms have included the promul-
gation of national Open Government Information (OGI) Regulations 
following local experiments in OGI; initiatives to promote public par-
ticipation in law- making and administrative rule- making; and inte-
gration of citizen satisfaction surveys into criteria used to evaluate 
the performance of government officials. For example, OGI reforms 
now grant individuals the right to request information from the gov-
ernment and also instruct government agencies at different levels 
to disclose information of significant interest to the public –  such 
as information related to government budgets and expenditures. 
In addition, the central government is expanding public participa-
tion through online notice- and- comment at various stages of the 
policy formation process, and today, all draft laws and regulations 
appear on the websites of the National People’s Congress (NPC) 
and the State Council, China’s top executive policymaking institu-
tion. Online consultation is expanding steadily at the provincial level   
as well.

In this book, we not only document the evolution and scope of these 
reforms across China, we also provide a systematic assessment by quanti-
tatively and qualitatively analyzing the impact of participation and trans-
parency on important governance outcomes such as reduced corruption 
and improved legal compliance and policy effectiveness. Comparing across 
provinces and over time, we provide evidence that increased transparency 
is closely associated with lower corruption, while higher rates of participa-
tion are effective in enhancing compliance and reducing disputes in the 
environmental and labor sectors.

We also investigate the motivations behind these reforms and ask a 
fundamental question: why would the leadership of an authoritarian 
regime voluntarily compromise its monopoly over information and deci-
sion- making? Existing literature does not offer a satisfying answer to this 
question. Cynics tend to see the reforms as mere “window dressing,” 
providing a democratic veneer to an otherwise authoritarian system,6 
whereas optimists view the reforms as conducive to democratization by 

 5 J. P. Horsley, China Adopts First Nationwide Open Government Information Regulations, 
Yale China Law Center Working Paper (2008); Horsley, Public Participation in the People’s 
Republic: Developing a More Participatory Governance Model in China, Yale China Law 
Center Working Paper (2009).

 6 X. Wang, Public Participation and its Limits: An Observation and Evaluation on Public 
Hearings as Experimented in China’s Administrative Process, Yale China Law Center  
Working Paper (2003); M. Bristow, “China’s democratic ‘window dressing,’” BBC News 
(March 5, 2010).
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introducing pluralism into policymaking, raising public expectations for 
political inclusion, and setting the stage for more accountable gover-
nance.7 We depart from this simple dichotomy by exploring the possibil-
ity that the reforms have led simultaneously to improved governance and 
more effective one- party rule. While long- term prospects for democratic 
development remain unclear, we acknowledge that these reforms have 
increased popular aspirations for transparent and inclusive governance. 
This is potentially important for China’s long- term political trajectory 
because democratic development elsewhere has been more stable and 
long lasting in countries that experienced more open and participatory 
institutions in pre- democratic periods.8

To investigate these issues and study the origins and impacts of the 
reforms, we divide the main body of our book into two parts. The first 
has three chapters on transparency, and the second has three chapters 
on participation. In each part, the first chapter presents the drivers and 
history of reform; the second provides our quantitative analysis and 
hypothesis testing; and the third presents case studies. The two parts are 
bookended by this introductory chapter and a concluding chapter which 
considers the implications of our research for the future of Chinese gov-
ernance more generally. The result is a cohesive volume presenting a 
unique approach to analyzing changes in Chinese governance over nearly 
two decades.

In the remainder of this chapter, we analyze the theoretical puzzles and 
questions that inspired our research, examine the historical and politi-
cal context from which the reforms emerged, and consider how these 
changes have energized Chinese citizens and raised their expectations 
about the quality and nature of governance. We also discuss our key 
research findings. Finally, we examine the trend toward enhanced politi-
cal control and repression that began during the Hu- Wen period and has 
accelerated under the Xi Jinping administration since 2012. We return to 
these themes in our concluding chapter, further exploring the ramifica-
tions of the current leadership for the transparency and participation 
reforms.

 7 B. J. Dickson, Democratization in China and Taiwan: The Adaptability of Leninist Parties 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1997); L. Diamond, “The rule of law as transition to democracy in 
China,” Journal of Contemporary China, vol. 12, no. 35 (2003), pp. 319– 31.

 8 J. J. Linz and A. C. Stepan, “Toward consolidated democracies,” Journal of Democracy, 
vol. 7, no. 2 (1996), pp. 14– 33; R. Mattes and M. Bratton, “Learning about democracy 
in Africa: Awareness, performance, and experience,” American Journal of Political Science, 
vol. 51, no. 1 (2007), pp. 192– 217.
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1.1. Assessing Chinese Governance

 The Chinese Governance Puzzle

Extensive research in comparative political economy offers persuasive 
evidence that good governance contributes to economic growth and 
development.9 On almost every dimension, China has demonstrated 
dramatic and sustained progress in economic development over the 
past three decades. Yet, despite unprecedented economic growth and 
modernization, international measures of governance in China have not 
budged since the 1980s, as depicted in Figure 1.1. Is it possible that gov-
ernance has played no part in China’s success? Moreover, do we believe 
that in spite of China’s dramatic socio- economic transformation, politics 
and government have remained unchanged?

In 2010, as described in the Preface, we assembled a group of 
Chinese and American researchers to investigate these questions, with 
the goal of providing a more nuanced picture of governance reforms 
and changes in China over time. To better understand the nature and 
impact of these reforms, we examined two aspects of governance in 
particular: transparency in the provision of information on government 
activities, processes, and regulations; and public participation in the for-
mation of government policies. In addition, collection of comprehen-
sive data on both transparency and participation facilitated statistical 
testing of well- known hypotheses on the relationship between transpar-
ency and corruption, on the one hand, and between participation and 
downstream compliance, on the other. Subsequently, following a mixed 
methods approach, the project teams carried out case study research 
in five provinces. Team members conducted interviews and collected 
primary materials to develop matched comparisons of provinces with 
diverse conditions and varying levels of participation and transparency. 
These provincial case studies complement the quantitative analysis by 
tracing causal mechanisms and accounting for threats to validity in our 
findings. The case studies also offer colorful examples of how the rela-
tionship between reform policies and governance outcomes operates in 
practice.

While our study aims to assess governance reforms in China based 
on the goals and aspirations espoused by the Chinese leadership, we 

 9 D. Acemoglu et al., “Institutions as a fundamental cause of long- run growth,” Handbook 
of Economic Growth, vol. 1, no. 5 (2005), pp. 385– 472; R. La Porta et al., “The quality 
of government,” Journal of Law, vol. 15, no. 1 (1999), pp. 222– 79; D. Kaufmann et al., 
“Governance matters,” Finance and Development, vol. 37, no. 2 (2000), pp. 10– 13.
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acknowledge that we were initially influenced by governance frameworks 
already established by international development institutions. These 
organizations define the concept of “governance” in different ways, but in 
general they focus on the institutional framework of public authority and 
decision- making. In this context, good governance typically refers to a set 
of admirable characteristics of how government should be carried out. 
According to the United Nations Development Program, for instance, 
good governance is participatory, transparent, accountable, effective, 
and equitable. It also promotes the rule of law.10 During the course of 
our research, we discovered that Chinese leaders were themselves initi-
ating reforms to improve governance in the realms of transparency and 
participation –  albeit selectively –  for their own reasons and instrumental 
purposes. In other words, these were not just foreign concepts imported 
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Figure 1.1 The China puzzle

Notes:  GDP Per Capita is based on statistics from the World Bank’s 
Development Indicators. Internet Penetration is calculated from 
reports published by the China Internet Network Information Center 
(CNNIC), a Chinese nonprofit. Freedom House and Polity IV scores 
are calculated from data published by Freedom House and the Polity 
IV project, respectively.

 10 As discussed in J. Stromseth, “Good governance and international development coop-
eration,” in Emerging Asian Approaches to Development Cooperation (Seoul: Korean 
Development Institute and The Asia Foundation, November 2011), p. 97.
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for political analysis, but, in a unique way, are also integral to Chinese 
approaches to governance reform.

 Theoretical Foundations –  Governance under   
Authoritarian Regimes

The substantive questions motivating this book are broad and empiri-
cal. What is China’s governance strategy? Is it effective? Is it improv-
ing? These questions are just as relevant for China as they would be for 
France, India, or the United States. Yet the theoretical subtext behind the 
questions, especially given the case that we examine, cuts against conven-
tional thinking on authoritarian regimes, which sees authoritarian rule 
and good governance as fundamentally incompatible. As Bruce Bueno 
de Mesquita and Alistair Smith point out, “When it comes to autocracy, 
bad behavior is almost always good politics,” not the other way around.11

There are several reasons to think that authoritarian regimes are bad at 
governing. One is that they cater to narrow interests and therefore under-
supply public goods.12 For instance, an authoritarian government may 
have fewer incentives to fight crime and protect food supplies because 
ruling elites reside in gated communities and subsist on imported meats 
and produce. This may not always be due to neglect; extensive scholar-
ship has shown that most authoritarian regimes collapse following splits 
between ruling elites. Focusing on narrow interests may thus be an opti-
mal strategy for regime survival.13 Another interpretation is that authori-
tarian institutions are simply ill equipped to deliver good governance. 
Nearly all autocracies decry government corruption, for example, but 
still leave officials to police themselves.

Little can be done about the first point. By definition, authoritarianism 
denotes the concentration of power in a single leader or a narrow elite. 
There is, however, ample diversity on the second, institutional dimen-
sion. Empirically speaking, the differences among authoritarian regimes 
are just as large as those between autocracies and democracies. Some 
are despotic and incompetent; others appear bureaucratically efficient 
and focused on economic growth. Some tolerate opposition parties and 
hold elections (albeit of dubious quality); others dispense with political 

 11 B. B. de Mesquita and A. Smith, The Dictator’s Handbook: Why Bad Behavior Is Almost 
Always Good Politics (New York: Public Affairs, 2011), p. 319.

 12 M. Olson, “Dictatorship, democracy, and development,” American Political Science 
Review, vol. 87, no. 3 (1993), p. 567.

 13 See Chapter 1 of M. W. Svolik, The Politics of Authoritarian Rule (Cambridge University 
Press, 2012), pp. 41– 5.
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competition altogether by institutionalizing one- party rule into their 
constitutions.14

Political analysts tend to conceptualize variation in regime types along 
a spectrum –  with totalitarianism at one end and democracy at the other. 
Indeed, the literature on comparative authoritarian institutions is filled 
with typologies that attempt to capture this gradation of nuance.15 While 
our work does not reference such differences per se, dominant themes 
from this literature have direct bearing on the topic of governance. In 
particular, economists and political scientists argue that democratic 
institutions, such as elections and representative legislatures, are condu-
cive to better governance and, by extension, growth.16 In short, the closer 
a regime is to the democratic end of the spectrum, the better the quality 
of governance should be.

By these metrics, China poses an important puzzle because it is firmly 
positioned on the authoritarian end of the spectrum. Indeed, the PRC 
has never elected a national leader to office by popular vote,17 nor has the 
ruling CCP ever tolerated the existence of any fully independent political 
party other than itself.18 Yet since Mao’s death in 1976, China has had no 
despots (i.e., an individual ruler operating with absolute power and with-
out constraint) and has experienced five peaceful leadership transitions. 

 14 For an extended discussion on these differences see J. J. Linz, Totalitarian and 
Authoritarian Regimes (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner, 2000), p. 343.

 15 B. Geddes, “What do we know about democratization after twenty years?” Annual 
Review of Political Science, vol. 2, no. 1 (1999), pp. 115– 44; S. Levitsky and L. A. Way, 
“The rise of competitive authoritarianism,” Journal of Democracy, vol. 13, no. 2 (2002), 
pp. 51– 66.

 16 La Porta et al., “The quality of government,” pp. 222– 9; Kaufmann et al., “Governance 
matters,” pp. 10– 13; J. Gandhi and E. Lust- Okar, “Elections under authoritarianism,” 
Annual Review of Political Science, vol. 12, no. 1 (2009), pp. 403– 22; J. Wright, “Do author-
itarian institutions constrain? How legislatures affect economic growth and investment,” 
American Journal of Political Science, vol. 52, no. 2 (2008), pp. 322– 43; C. Boix and M. 
W. Svolik, “The foundations of limited authoritarian government: Institutions, commit-
ment, and power- sharing in dictatorships,” Journal of Politics, vol. 75, no. 2 (2013), pp. 
300– 16.

 17 China does hold local elections for village leadership and for representatives in local 
people’s congresses up to the district level in urban areas, and up to the county level in 
rural areas. However, because villages are not considered formal administrative units 
and because the legislature enjoys few de facto powers, such positions are typically not 
considered to be substantively important in Chinese politics.

 18 China does have a number of smaller parties that operate alongside the CCP. Specifically, 
eight minor parties –  which trace their origins to the days prior to the founding of the 
PRC –  are represented in the National People’s Congress as well as lower congresses and 
government organs throughout the country. However, because these parties are vetted 
by the CPC and adhere to the CPC’s “leading role” in politics, we do not consider them 
as independent political organizations.
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Organizationally, the CCP leadership resembles an unelected board of 
directors, embodied in the Politburo Standing Committee (PBSC), which 
governs by consensus, not fiat, as far as we can observe.19 In addition, poli-
cies emanating from this body have contributed to steadily improved living 
standards, as discussed above, and more foreign investment flowing into 
China than into any other economy in the world.

Some of these proclivities can be attributed to purely economic 
motives. For instance, one could argue that the CCP believes that the 
best way to enrich itself is by expanding the economy and preventing 
individual leaders from monopolizing wealth and power. As we docu-
ment in this book, however, China’s efforts to improve governance 
extend further and deeper than simple profit maximization. In particular, 
we show that China’s leaders voluntarily disclose information that could 
incriminate them. They tolerate public criticism over how they govern 
and even adjust their plans in response to public input. Such actions 
arguably make it harder for Chinese governors to focus solely on eco-
nomic growth, such as when environmental impact assessments thwart 
industrial development plans. These puzzling administrative reforms 
motivate our research.

So why, as we posed in the introduction, would an authoritarian 
regime relinquish its monopoly over information and decision- making? 
The cynical explanation is that transparency and participation reforms in 
the absence of competitive democracy are simply ornamental and have 
little, if any, impact on policymaking.20 By contrast, optimists see such 
reforms as precursors of liberalization and democracy.21 While the lat-
ter view may eventually prove accurate, it is fundamentally at odds with 
what many believe an authoritarian regime’s core preference ought to 
be –  namely, to stay in power.

There is a middle ground in this debate. For example, scholars of the 
late Soviet Union describe early policies for public inclusion not as for-
malities but as instrumental attempts to mobilize the public into policy 
implementation –  especially on issues where regime capacity was itself 

 19 This claim does not negate the factional infighting that transpires within the Chinese 
Politburo; what it does insist, however, is that no single member in the Politburo, not 
even the general secretary, has unilateral decision- making authority. On consensus deci-
sion- making, see A. Miller, “The Politburo Standing Committee under Hu Jintao.” 
China Leadership Monitor, vol. 35 (Summer 2011), pp. 1– 9.

 20 Wang, Public Participation and its Limits; Bristow, “China’s democratic ‘window 
dressing.’”

 21 L. Diamond, “The rule of law as transition to democracy in China”; B. He and M.E. 
Warren, “Authoritarian deliberation: The deliberative turn in Chinese political develop-
ment,” Perspectives on Politics, vol. 9, no. 2 (2011), pp. 269– 89.
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limited.22 Similarly, China has established an array of “input institutions,” 
which, according to Andrew Nathan, lead Chinese citizens to “believe 
that they have some influence on policy decisions” and “that the regime 
is lawful and should be obeyed.”23 By interpreting governance reforms 
as instrumental, this literature raises the prospect of a resilient authori-
tarianism whereby regimes negotiate their hold on power not simply by 
use of force but by delivering more stable and legitimate government.24

We share a similar, instrumental view of China’s approach to gover-
nance and assume the regime has no intention of giving up its monopoly 
on power. To this end, any reforms it adopts should, in theory, contrib-
ute to its survival. Yet we also consider the possibility that these reforms 
have tangible effects on governance outcomes that are relevant and of 
interest to society as a whole, not just to those in power. Specifically, 
we argue that these reforms in fact deter corruption and improve com-
pliance by engaging citizens in monitoring and decision- making. This 
instrumental interpretation does not preclude the possibility that admin-
istrative reforms could inadvertently facilitate or hasten a transition to 
democracy. Seen from the regime’s vantage point, however, we consider 
China’s turn towards transparency and open decision- making not as a 
stepping stone towards greater democracy but as a response to rampant 
corruption and weak rule of law –  problems that the regime itself admits 
threaten its survival.

In making these claims, our work draws on well- established theories in 
the fields of political science, public administration, and even psychology. 
While we provide a closer examination of this literature in Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 5, we take the opportunity here to highlight several foundational 
arguments. In particular, our interpretation of the relationship between 
transparency and corruption is succinctly captured by McCubbins and 
Schwartz’s theory of fire alarm monitoring, whereby citizens or media 
“pull the alarm” when they see wrongdoing.25 Similarly, the literature on 
deliberative democracy views public participation as a source of informa-
tion that leads to better choices,26 and also as a motive for compliance 

 22 J. F. Hough and M. Fainsod, How the Soviet Union Is Governed (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1979), p. 693; P. G. Roeder, “Modernization and participa-
tion in the Leninist developmental strategy,” American Political Science Review, vol. 83, 
no. 3 (1989), pp. 859– 84.

 23 A. J. Nathan, “China’s changing of the guard:  Authoritarian resilience,” Journal of 
Democracy, vol. 14, no. 1 (2003), p. 13.

 24 Nathan, “China’s changing of the guard”; M. K. Dimitrov, “Popular autocrats,” Journal 
of Democracy, vol. 20, no. 1 (2008), pp. 78– 81.

 25 M. D. McCubbins and T. Schwartz, “Congressional oversight overlooked: Police patrols 
versus fire alarms,” American Journal of Political Science, vol. 28, no. 1 (1984), pp. 165– 79.

 26 J. Elster (ed.), Deliberative Democracy, Cambridge Studies in the Theory of Democracy 
(Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 296.
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since citizens are more likely to abide by rules that they have had a hand 
in shaping.27

Empirically, evidence shows that transparency and public participation 
have a positive impact on governance.28 In the United States, scholars 
have linked fiscal transparency to higher levels of legislative effort on the 
part of politicians.29 More broadly, they find that media freedom and 
greater access to information contributes to more effective and efficient 
government responsiveness and lower rates of corruption.30 With respect 
to decision- making, scholars find that public participation during policy 
formulation reduces the risk of administrative litigation once a new policy 
is adopted.31 Others find that deliberation helps to facilitate painful bud-
get cuts32 and to increase satisfaction with government spending choices.33

Yet these examples tend to come from democratic polities in which 
administrative reforms are complemented by existing democratic insti-
tutions of representation and accountability. While proponents speculate 
that transparency and participation may achieve similar positive benefits 
even under nondemocratic institutions,34 the evidence is simply insuf-
ficient to draw strong conclusions. In this book, we explore the pos-
sibility that transparency and participation can have similar effects in 
nondemocratic environments by testing two core hypotheses in China. 
Specifically, we investigate whether the following relationships can be 
observed between the administrative reforms and governance outcomes:

 27 M. A. Korsgaard et  al., “Building commitment, attachment, and trust in strate-
gic decision- making teams:  The role of procedural justice,” Academy of Management 
Journal, vol. 38, no. 1 (1995), pp. 60– 84; T. R. Tyler, Why People Obey the Law (Princeton 
University Press, 2006), p. 299.

 28 A. Prat, “The wrong kind of transparency,” American Economic Review, vol. 95, no. 3 
(2005), pp. 862– 77; A. Brunetti and B. Weder, “Investment and institutional uncertainty: 
A comparative study of different uncertainty measures,” Weltwirtschaftliches Archiv, vol. 
134, no. 3 (1998), pp. 513– 33; B. A. Olken, “Direct democracy and local public goods: 
Evidence from a field experiment in Indonesia,” American Political Science Review, vol. 
104, no. 2 (2010), pp. 243– 67.

 29 J. E. Alt et al., “Fiscal transparency, gubernatorial approval, and the scale of govern-
ment:  Evidence from the states,” State Politics & Policy Quarterly, vol. 2 (2002), pp. 
230– 50.

 30 A. Brunetti and B. Weder, “A free press is bad news for corruption,” Journal of Public 
Economics, vol. 87, no. 7 (2003), pp. 1801– 24; T. Besley and A. Prat, “Handcuffs for the 
grabbing hand? The role of the media in political accountability,” American Economic 
Review, vol. 96 (2006), pp. 720– 36; S. Djankov et al., “The new comparative econom-
ics,” Journal of Comparative Economics, vol. 31, no. 4 (2003), pp. 595– 619.

 31 J. Randolph and M. Bauer, “Improving environmental decision- making through collab-
orative methods,” Review of Policy Research, vol. 16, no. 3-4 (1999), pp. 168– 91.

 32 E. C. Weeks, “The practice of deliberative democracy: Results from four large- scale tri-
als,” Public Administration Review, vol. 60, no. 4 (2000), pp. 360– 72.

 33 Olken, “Direct democracy and local public goods,” pp. 243– 67.
 34 W. Pan, “Toward a consultative rule of law regime in China,” Journal of Contemporary 

China, vol. 12, no. 34 (2003), pp. 3– 43; J. P. Horsley, “The rule of law in China: 
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• H1: Greater transparency reduces corruption. In keeping with the notion 
that “sunlight is the best disinfectant,” disclosure of information on 
government budgets, fees, and discretion standards should reduce 
opportunities for government corruption by constraining the ability of 
officials to exploit rules to their benefit.

• H2: Greater participation in rule- making enhances downstream compliance. 
This hypothesis is premised on the logic that when citizens participate 
in creating policies through notice- and- comment procedures, public 
hearings, or other participatory mechanisms, they are more likely to 
believe in the justness of a policy and comply with its stipulations.

We acknowledge, however, that there are reasons to be cautious in 
testing these hypotheses in authoritarian contexts. Simply put, can trans-
parency and public participation have any effect if citizens are not also 
granted the power to sanction and express themselves freely? Yes and no. 
Transparency is unlikely to deter corruption if officials do not believe that 
exposure of corrupt activities will hurt them. For deterrence to happen, 
the public must first consume and interpret information provided by the 
regime’s transparency measures. Second, citizens must speak up when 
they observe corruption. Finally, since citizens have no means to sanc-
tion officials, the state must do so in their stead. If any of these conditions 
are not met, then transparency is unlikely to have its intended effect. 
Similarly, public consultation is unlikely to yield any new information if 
citizens are not interested in participating or if certain groups, especially 
those who may be critical of a particular policy issue, are excluded from 
the consultation process. Public consultation is also unlikely to improve 
policymaking or public perceptions of policy choices if policymakers are 
unresponsive to the public’s comments and concerns.

Based on this logic, it is easy to see how the governance reforms 
explored in this book could fail. In particular, if the government can-
not credibly signal that public engagement from all parties and critics 
is welcomed, then these reforms will yield limited informational value. 
Likewise, if the government cannot credibly signal that it is willing to 
respond to public input, whether it involves sanctioning corrupt officials 
or formulating policy initiatives, then these reforms will attract few par-
ticipants. Put another way, each time the regime silences critics or fails 
to respond to their feedback and criticisms, then the utility of its gover-
nance reforms is fundamentally undermined. We return to this point in 
the last section of this chapter.

Incremental progress,” in The China Balance Sheet in 2007 and Beyond (Phase II Papers) 
(Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2007), pp. 93– 108.
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Having outlined the core features of our theoretical framework above, 
we next turn to a macro- analysis of China’s reform efforts. Specifically, 
we point to fleeting attempts to reform political and legal institutions as 
part of a more general effort to improve governance during periods of 
socio- economic transformation and uncertainty.

1.2. China, the Ambivalent Reformer

When China “opened up” in 1978, its leaders took a huge gamble. They 
understood that the key to unlocking China’s economic potential was to 
unleash the market forces and the individual aspirations that the Party 
had worked so hard to suppress in the past. But the further the Party 
moved in this direction, the less control it had over its own future. The 
breakup of agricultural collectives and the ceding of fiscal rights to local 
governments, for example, meant that citizens and cadre alike were 
increasingly free to pursue their own interests, often at the expense of the 
party- state. By the early 1990s, internal surveys suggested that only half 
of China’s laws were formally enforced.35 At the same time, local officials 
were enacting measures that directly conflicted with the central leader-
ship’s stated objectives.36

Cognizant of these challenges, China’s leadership has, on occasion, 
devoted significant energy to bolstering bottom- up accountability. As 
early as 1979, China’s leaders paved the way for direct elections for 
local people’s congresses. By 1983, newly constituted assemblies were 
meeting and deliberating on policy and, by 1987, direct elections were 
extended to villages across the country.37 In parallel with these electoral 
reforms, China’s leaders also allocated more resources and authority to 
the country’s legislative institutions.38

In the early 2000s, however, enthusiasm for such institutional reform 
appears to have waned. In 2001, President Jiang Zemin announced that 
“villagers’ self- government must not be extended to higher levels.”39 
Soon thereafter, electoral experimentation was formally forbidden in 

 35 M. Pei, “‘Creeping democratization’ in China,” Journal of Democracy, vol. 6, no. 4 
(1995), pp. 65– 79.

 36 R. Peerenboom, China’s Long March Toward Rule of Law (Cambridge University Press, 
2002); K. J. O’Brien and L. Li, “Selective policy implementation in rural China,” Journal 
of Comparative Politics, vol. 31 (1999), pp. 167– 86.

 37 S. Weimin, “The development of grassroots democratic elections in China,” Social 
Sciences in China, vol. 25, no. 1 (2004), pp. 113– 125.

 38 O’Brien, Reform without Liberalization: China’s National People’s Congress and the Politics 
of Institutional Change (Cambridge University Press, 1990), pp. 91– 154.

 39 Cited in L. Li, “The politics of introducing direct township elections in China,” China 
Quarterly, vol. 171 (2002), p. 704.
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a nationwide moratorium.40 Likewise, progressive reforms in China’s 
legislature began to stall. In 2002, CCP leaders reasserted party con-
trol over provincial legislatures by encouraging local party secretaries to 
serve concurrently as chairmen in their respective congresses, thereby 
subsuming the legislative agenda into that of the Party’s.41 Later, in 2010, 
new rules on local deputies redefined the rights and responsibilities of 
legislative representatives, making it harder for candidates to meet with 
constituents without the approval of the local election commission and 
raising procedural barriers to independent candidates.42

Yet alongside this reversal in liberal institutional reform, a select set of 
administrative procedure reforms began to take root, focusing on trans-
parency over government work and on public participation in policy-
making. Like institutional and legal reforms, these measures had their 
origin in the 1980s, when the Chinese regime was struggling to grow out 
of a planned economy and saw corruption and policy failures as serious 
threats to its survival. Policymakers began incorporating public consul-
tation measures into decision- making and extended local transparency 
experiments to the national level. Guangzhou had issued the first local 
government OGI regulations in 2002, for instance; followed closely by 
Shanghai in 2004. In time these incremental efforts culminated in the 
promulgation of national OGI regulations by the State Council in 2008.43

As this narrative suggests, official efforts to promote transparency 
and participation were often propelled by provincial or municipal- level 
reforms initiated by local authorities. Indeed, China’s broader reform 
process is replete with examples of local experimentation with pilot 
reforms that, depending on the political circumstances of the period, 
would later become national policy. Sometimes, these local experiments 
were encouraged by the central authorities, but often they emerged more 
organically and spontaneously in different localities around the country.44 

 40 See H. S. Sheng, “县乡人大换届面临问题, 须坚持三大原则” [Three principles for deal-
ing with the problem of Congressional turnover and selection], Seeking Truth (2006).

 41 “关于认真做好2003年省级人大、政府、政协领导班子换届工作的通知” [2003 Directive 
on Leadership Appointments to the Provincial People’s Congress, Government, and 
People’s Consultative Committees]. For further description, see W. Shi and Z. Liu, 间接选举    
[Indirect Elections] (Beijing: Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Publishing, 2004), 
vol. 2, pp. 60– 5.

 42 Specifically, the new rules stipulate that any meetings between candidates and voters must 
occur within the election committee, and that to be included on the ballot all candidates 
must be formally approved as official deputy candidates by the election commission.

 43 Horsley, China Adopts First Nationwide Open Government Information Regulations,  
pp. 1– 13.

 44 For a broader discussion of this phenomenon, see Ann Florini et  al., China 
Experiments:  From Local Innovations to National Reform (Washington, DC:  Brookings 
Institution Press, 2012), especially Chapter 5.
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In Hunan, for example, the provincial Legislative Affairs Office developed 
China’s first- ever Administrative Procedure Rule (APR) in 2008 under 
the leadership of then Governor Zhou Qiang, who later became party 
secretary of Hunan and is now President of the Supreme People’s Court 
in Beijing. Patterned on a draft national administrative procedure law 
that was developed between 2000 and 2003 but later stalled, the Hunan 
APR encouraged more open government meetings, provided detailed 
provisions for public hearings and notice- and- comment proceedings, 
and called on local agencies to explain which public comments were 
included or excluded from a final government decision. Subsequently, 
other Chinese localities (e.g., Shandong Province, Xi’an Municipality, 
and Shantou Municipality in Guangdong) developed local APRs that 
built on Hunan’s pioneering template.45

This longstanding interplay between central and local reform raises 
the question of whether the top leadership had a master plan or whether 
the reforms emerged organically through local- level experimentation. 
While the more concrete instances of reform have emerged from below –  
illustrated by the early OGI regulations in Guangzhou and Shanghai, 
and the trend- setting APR in Hunan –  it is also true that national legal 
authorities set the tone for what is politically advisable or even permis-
sible at the lower levels of China’s vast administrative landscape. During 
the Hu- Wen administration, the Legislative Affairs Office of the State 
Council launched several initiatives that sent encouraging signals to local 
reformers around the country. In 2004, it launched a ten- year program 
to promote “administration in accordance with the law,” which, among 
other goals, encouraged greater public participation in the drafting of 
administrative rules and decisions.46

Wherever the primary drivers may lie, it is abundantly clear that the 
reforms have led to profound changes in the way Chinese citizens inter-
act with their government. After the national OGI regulations came into 
effect in 2008, activists and ordinary citizens began requesting informa-
tion on how highway and bridge toll money was being used by local 
authorities, how government decisions have been made in cases of urban 
housing demolition or land requisition, and how state companies were 
sold or restructured in different localities. Our chapters are punctuated 

 45 See 湖南省行政程序规定, 第222号 [Hunan Administrative Procedure Rule, Decision 
No. 222] (signed by Governor Zhou Qiang on April 17, 2008). See in particular Chapter 
2, Section 1; Chapter 5, Section 2; and Chapter 6, Section 2.

 46 See 国务院关于印发全面推进依法行政实施纲要的通知 [Notice of the State Council on 
Issuing Programs of Comprehensively Promoting Administration in Accordance with 
the Law], General Office of the State Council (March 22, 2004).
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with examples of how reforms at various levels have inspired citizens to 
make new and innovative demands on government agencies, including 
through social media. In Chapter 4, for example, we describe how a high 
school student in Guangzhou responded to a public bidding announce-
ment about retrofitting metro lines and covering station walls with 
large stone slabs. Questioning whether the renovation was necessary, he 
tweeted his concerns on his microblog, gained a wide popular follow-
ing, and ultimately caused the city’s People’s Congress to downgrade the 
plan to simply repairing areas with immediate problems.

Chinese citizens have also grown accustomed to being consulted dur-
ing official decision- making and policymaking  –  so much so, in fact, 
that opposition has been fierce when consultation has been denied. In 
one example, described in Chapter 5, a newly appointed township party 
secretary in Zhejiang Province skipped annual budget consultations in 
2007 in an apparent effort to adopt a town budget before the start of 
the spring festival holidays. To his surprise, members of the local legisla-
ture, media, and citizens responded by mobilizing and demanding that 
the entire process be restarted.47 Similarly, in 2008, when PetroChina 
tried to build a US$5.5 billion polyethylene plant in Chengdu, several 
thousand residents poured into the streets to protest. As a participant 
and local blogger, Wen Di, explained at the time, “What we’re saying 
is that if you want to have this project, you need to follow certain pro-
cedures: public hearing and independent environmental assessment.”48

1.3. Principal Research Findings

What, then, do these reforms and associated citizen responses add up 
to? Have the reforms helped to lower corruption, reduce disputes, and 
improve conditions in areas like labor relations or the environment? Have 
they varied significantly across Chinese provinces? What were the pri-
mary motivations of the national and local leaders who set the reforms 
in motion? The next six chapters address these questions in detail as we 
summarize below.

 47 Author’s interviews, Wenling Propaganda Department, June 2011. 
 48 E. Wong, “In China City, protesters see pollution risk of new plant,” New York Times 

(May 6, 2008). It turned out that a number of procedures (e.g., an environmental 
impact assessment) had been followed, and the project received endorsement from the 
National Reform Development Commission. However, PetroChina had not taken the 
time to consult the local public. It paid a heavy price: the project was stalled until 2011 
and halted again in 2013. See P. Boehler, “Chengdu ethylene plant halts construction 
over quake safety fears,” South China Morning Post (May 1, 2013).
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 Transparency Findings

In Chapter 2, the first chapter in our transparency section, we introduce 
the major transparency policies in China over the course of the reform 
era, paying special attention to the most prominent  example –  the afore-
mentioned national OGI regulations, implemented nationwide in 2008, 
which mandated the publication of documents across Chinese agencies 
and also created a mechanism for citizens to request government infor-
mation. (See Figure 4.3 on page 107 for a demonstration of increasing 
transparency across Chinese provinces.) The chapter describes the inter-
national and domestic theories that motivated the reforms, and chronicles 
key debates at the national and local levels. A critical theme that emerges 
is that central officials, despite lofty rhetoric, had an instrumental incen-
tive for supporting greater transparency: they saw it as a necessary tool for 
policing the misuse of public expenditures in far- flung localities.

Chapter 3 picks up this theme by statistically exploring the hypothesis 
that Chinese transparency initiatives have led to reductions in macro- cor-
ruption among subnational officials. To test the theory, we take advantage 
of archived provincial government websites (2000 to 2011), recording 
the amount of public information that is available about government 
structure, processes, and output. The dependent variable, macro- cor-
ruption, is operationalized by the amount of misused funds discovered 
by the National Auditing Office as a share of provincial expenditures. In 
conducting this analysis, we find robust evidence that increased transpar-
ency is strongly associated with reductions in the misuse of public funds 
(see Table 3.4 on page 88 for a depiction of the relationship).

The last chapter of the transparency section, Chapter 4, examines the 
causal relationship through case studies of three Chinese localities. In the 
early 2000s, the well- known leaders of Guangzhou and Chongqing pio-
neered sharply contrasting methods for economic reform and anticor-
ruption. Through archival research and first- person interviews, we look 
at the connection between Guangzhou’s early adoption of OGI policies 
and its success at limiting abuses of authority. In sharp contrast, we show 
how the state- led, aggressive approach of Chongqing ultimately foun-
dered due to its inability to properly police the guardians.

 Participation Findings

In our opening chapter on participation, we track the origins of par-
ticipatory decision- making in China –  from a mass- line remnant of the 
Maoist era to a modern policymaking instrument. Originally adopted as 
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a means for implementing unpopular price changes, public participation 
procedures (expert consultations, public hearings, and, more recently, 
public comment campaigns) have been increasingly utilized by both 
central and local decision- makers. Whereas only a handful of provinces 
experimented with participatory decision- making in the early 2000s, 
today hundreds of legislative and administrative drafts proceed through 
at least one of these procedures (see Figure 5.1 on page 175). Why are 
China’s leaders encouraging the public to engage in policy? We put for-
ward a simple proposition: authoritarian policy crafted with public input 
is less prone to error, noncompliance, and public opposition.

The second chapter on participation tests the impact of participatory 
decision- making in China by focusing on two key policy arenas: labor 
and the environment. Taking advantage of the project database, we lever-
age cross- provincial and temporal variation in the use of participation 
to measure impact on policy effectiveness, noncompliance, and stability 
(see Tables 6.3 through 6.6 in Chapter 6). The empirical analysis shows 
that participatory policymaking was adopted during periods of policy 
volatility and demonstrates that these approaches were effective in reduc-
ing labor disputes, environmental violations, and even mass grievances. 
We also find evidence that participatory policymaking has contributed to 
improved labor and environmental conditions, but only in the presence 
of an active civil society. For example, we found that public consulta-
tion on environmental policy resulted in improvements in environmental 
quality, but only in provinces with the densest civil society networks.49 We 
interpret such findings to underscore that effective consultation requires 
the active participation of informed and dedicated interests.

The third and final chapter of this section addresses threats to causal 
inference and measurement problems in our quantitative analysis by pre-
senting a matched case comparison of three Chinese provinces. Sichuan 
in the west is heavily populated but underdeveloped. Jiangsu in the east is 
relatively wealthy but heavily polluted. By contrast, Chongqing (China’s 
newest provincial- level city) has experienced strong top- down leader-
ship and large central transfers. Whereas policymakers in both Sichuan 
and Jiangsu experimented with participation campaigns to resolve labor 
and environmental policy challenges, Chongqing’s municipal authorities 
relied on participation, in combination with large public expenditures 

 49 Civil society density is defined as the number of registered civil society organizations as 
a share of the provincial population. For further reading, see R. D. Putnam, “Bowling 
alone: America’s declining social capital,” Journal of Democracy, vol. 6, no. 1 (1995), pp. 
65– 78; and E. Ostrom, “A behavioral approach to the rational choice theory of collective 
action: Presidential address, American Political Science Association, 1997,” American 
Political Science Review, vol. 92, no. 1 (1998), pp. 1– 22.
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and national publicity, to win over public opinion. These case studies 
reinforce the notion that governance reforms such as participation are 
adopted out of necessity and under difficult circumstances, lending fur-
ther confidence to the quantitative results established in the preceding 
chapter.

1.4. Leadership Transition and Associated Trends

Taken together, the above findings show that official efforts to increase 
transparency have helped to reduce corruption, while higher rates of par-
ticipation have enhanced compliance and reduced disputes in the environ-
mental and labor sectors. These findings should be of interest to a Chinese 
leadership that is deeply concerned about political instability resulting 
from unchecked corruption, growing numbers of labor disputes, and the 
proliferation of mass protest incidents. Indeed, our research suggests that 
Chinese leaders already have an effective toolkit at their disposal, includ-
ing specific policy measures for enhancing participation and transparency, 
which could improve the quality of governance on a broader scale if the 
measures are consistently applied across all Chinese provinces. Yet while 
our research reveals that concerns over corruption and instability were key 
motivations for participation and transparency reforms in the past, the cur-
rent Chinese leadership under Xi Jinping appears to be diluting the gover-
nance formula identified in this book by favoring more coercive, top- down 
approaches. This trend is vividly illustrated in the regime’s heavy- handed 
anticorruption campaign, its return to the mass- line politics of the Maoist 
era, and its crackdown on dissent and civil society more broadly.

In many ways, the current leadership prefers a Maoist toolkit and 
looks to the Party, not the government, as the principal instrument for 
addressing perceived threats and related governance challenges.50 The 
anticorruption campaign is a case in point. Concerned that rampant cor-
ruption is an existential threat to the Party’s legitimacy, the leadership 
has carried out the most intense and sustained anticorruption campaign 
in the Party’s history. Overseen by the Party’s Central Commission for 
Disciplinary Inspection (CCDI), the campaign has disciplined approxi-
mately 750,000 violators since late 2012 –  including 336,000 officials 
in 2015 alone, up more than 40 percent from the previous year –  for 
such abuses as hosting lavish banquets, misusing public funds for travel, 
using government vehicles inappropriately, and constructing luxurious 

 50 For a discussion of this shift, see C. K. Johnson and S. Kennedy, “China’s un- separation 
of powers,” Foreign Affairs (July 24, 2015).
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government buildings.51 The campaign is popular with the Chinese 
public and is being carried out by the Party through a secretive and 
sometimes coercive detention system, known as shuanggui, designed to 
investigate and discipline members.52

Meanwhile, as this anticorruption campaign has raged forward, some 
promising legal approaches to reducing corruption have faltered. Starting 
around 2008, for example, several localities around the country began to 
experiment with reforms designed to publicize the income and assets 
of government officials.53 These efforts culminated in CCDI- sponsored 
discussions in Beijing in December 2012 that reviewed ways to codify 
such reforms into law,54 just as the anticorruption campaign was getting 
underway. Even the official China Daily was supportive:

China should learn from conventional practice in its fight against corruption. For 
instance, making officials declare their personal property has proved an effective 
way to stop corruption. This system has already been practiced in some parts of 
China. But the public has always been kept in the dark because the process of 
declaration is only open to insiders.55

These moves inspired political activists like Xu Zhiyong, a prominent 
lawyer and a founder of the New Citizens Movement, to demand that 
senior officials also disclose their personal wealth. But Xu and other 
anticorruption activists were detained by the authorities in April 2013, 
and Xu received a four- year sentence in early 2014 for disturbing public 
order.56 In addition, local experiments regarding official asset disclosure 
have lost steam, as have high- level discussions about how to translate 
such experiments into the country’s legal framework.

 51 See “王岐山在十八届中央纪委六次全会上的工作报告” [Wang Qishan reports at the 
6th meeting of the 18th Central Party Discipline Plenary], Central Commission for 
Disciplinary Inspection (January 26, 2016); and Y. Shi, “清风正气, 多少钱都买不来的红
利” [The clean breeze that money cannot buy] (January 2, 2015) http:// politics.people.
com.cn/ n/ 2015/ 0129/ c70731- 26475302.html.

 52 See Y. Huang, “The anti- corruption drive and risk of policy paralysis in China,” Asia 
Unbound (April 24, 2015); and “Deaths of Chinese officials under detention in corrup-
tion cases raise concern,” New York Times (June 20, 2013). On the origins of the cam-
paign see Alice Miller, “The road to the third plenum,” China Leadership Monitor, vol. 42 
(Fall 2013), pp. 8– 9.

 53 “Xinjiang Prefecture to publicize officials’ pay,” China Daily (January 12, 2009).
 54 Y. Shuang, “Anti- graft chief seeks expert advice,” Global Times (December 3, 2012).
 55 “Fight corruption with transparency,” China Daily (December 6, 2012).
 56 See A. Jacobs and C. Buckley, “China sentences Xu Zhiyong, legal activist, to 4 years in 

prison,” New York Times (January 26, 2014); and “New citizens: The trial of Xu Zhiyong,” 
Economist (January 25, 2014).
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Instead of disclosing their assets, local officials are now required to 
engage in “self- criticisms” –  a mass- line procedure that was popular in 
earlier phases of the Party’s history.57 In addition, organizations engaged 
in activities ranging from business to sports to arts are being encour-
aged to rectify their ambitions in accordance with communist ethics.58 
Shortly after the new administration took office, millions of public sector 
employees undertook refresher courses on Marxism and intensive train-
ing on how to be good representatives of the Party and state. Clearly, 
while modern China has little stomach for mass campaigns on the scale 
of those that occurred during the Cultural Revolution or Great Leap 
Forward, this has not stopped the Party from initiating top- down efforts 
to enforce compliance. To push their agenda, in fact, Xi Jinping and six 
fellow members of the PBSC even paired themselves with counties across 
China. In 2014, Xi was paired with Lankao County in Henan, which he 
praised for reducing “face- saving projects,” work avoidance, binge- eating 
and drinking, and abuse of power.59

The current anticorruption campaign has also been accompanied by 
intensified control over civil society organizations.60 Chinese nongov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs) already faced many hurdles and chal-
lenges, particularly in finding a qualified government agency willing to 
serve as their professional supervising unit (as required for legal reg-
istration). Yet, despite these challenges, the NGO sector has expanded 
significantly over the past 20 years. More than 675,000 NGOs are now 
registered with the state, while another 3 million may exist, but remain 
unregistered, according to Chinese scholarly estimates.61 These orga-
nizations vary widely –  from large, well- funded government- organized 
NGOs, or GONGOs, to grassroots NGOs with few staff and minimal 
financial support. They also vary between organizations that focus on the 
provision of social services to such sectors as the poor, the elderly, and 
the disabled, to those organizations that are prepared to engage in politi-
cal advocacy. The latter face greater official scrutiny and have a harder 

 57 “CPC gets closer to masses to ensure a ‘Red China,’ ” Xinhua (December 21, 2013).
 58 C. Buckley and A. Jacobs, “Maoists in China, given new life, attack dissent,” New York 

Times (January 4, 2015).
 59 “Xi warns resurgence of old problems in ‘mass line’ campaign,” Xinhua, (August 27, 

2014).
 60 K. Yu, “Civil society in China: Concepts, classification and institutional environment,” 

Social Sciences in China, vol. 27, no. 1 (2006), pp. 109– 22.
 61 “Over 675,000 social organizations registered in China,” Xinhua (December 15, 2016); 

Yu, “中国公民社会研究的若干问题” [Some issues in the study of Chinese civil society], 
Central Compilation and Translation Bureau (April 17, 2009).
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time securing legal registration, although some issue areas like environ-
mental protection have been given more leeway by the authorities.

Chinese NGOs have been looking forward to the prospect of improved 
legal conditions, including streamlined registration procedures at the 
national level following direct registration trials that have taken place in 
several provinces since 2011. In June 2015, however, the CCP announced 
that the Politburo had decided that party groups should be established in 
social, cultural, and economic organizations. This announcement not only 
caused unease among local NGOs but led some Chinese intellectuals to 
speculate that a creeping totalitarianism was developing in the country.62 
Subsequently, in April 2016, the NPC’s Standing Committee approved a 
restrictive Foreign NGO Management Law that places all foreign NGOs 
under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Public Security –  switching super-
visory authority away from the Ministry of Civil Affairs –  and allows the 
police to scrutinize the operations of foreign NGOs and interrogate their 
employees at any time.63 Whether foreign or domestic, it seems that NGOs 
in China are bracing for a new era of enhanced intervention and control.

Do these moves reflect a return to Maoist practices as some observ-
ers suggest? Do they also signal a broader rollback of reforms generally, 
including those that we examine in this study focusing on transparency 
and participation? The answer to the first question appears to be yes, but 
the answer to the second question is more complicated.

In general, and as we discuss further in Chapter 8, it appears that the 
regime has not abandoned the transparency and participation reforms 
that we chronicle in this study. With regard to transparency, for instance, 
the Supreme People’s Court moved in late 2013 to release all civil, admin-
istrative, criminal, and commercial case records –  a decision that applied 
not just to the high court but to all of China’s 3,000– plus subnational 
courts.64 The Xi administration has also taken steps to disclose every 
land transaction completed on Chinese soil since the 1990s (including 
information on buys, sellers, location, land quality, and land- use rights) 
as well as other data related to leadership biographies, corporate owner-
ship, and government spending. Although movement on participation 

 62 D. K. Tatlow, “For NGOs in China, a sense of party creep,” New  York Times (June 
3, 2015).

 63 E. Wong, “Clampdown in China restricts 7,000 foreign organizations,” New York Times 
(April 28, 2016). For a bilingual version of the law, see China Law Translate (April 29, 
2016) http:// chinalawtranslate.com/ bilingual- fngo- law/ ?lang=en.

 64 “最高法院关于在互联网公布裁判文书的规定,” [Supreme Court directive on online 
judgement disclosures] (Supreme Court of China, 2013). 
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has been less pronounced, China’s State Council has begun soliciting 
public opinion not just on government policies but on the legislative 
agenda of the NPC, providing citizens with an opportunity to participate 
in agenda setting.65 In addition, the CCP’s Fourth Plenum, convened in 
late 2014, highlighted public consultation as one of the Party’s main pil-
lars of governance and put legal and judicial reform at center stage more 
generally.66

To sum up, we appear to be witnessing a clash, or perhaps a conver-
gence, of distinct toolkits for attacking such stubborn governance chal-
lenges as rampant corruption and societal noncompliance with official 
decisions. Under the Hu- Wen administration, the government increas-
ingly addressed these challenges through transparency and participation 
reforms that resulted from a combination of local experimentation and 
central- level encouragement. These reforms were highly instrumental in 
nature and were primarily designed to monitor subordinate officials and 
secure useful information about citizen preferences on government deci-
sions. While some related reforms have stalled, such as nascent efforts 
to promote the disclosure of official assets, the core transparency and 
participation reforms have largely continued under the leadership of Xi 
Jinping since 2012. At the same time, however, the current leadership 
has combined these forward- leaning reforms with a fierce anticorruption 
campaign, mass- line initiatives, and a general crackdown on civil soci-
ety –  all of which hark back to the Maoist era and show how the CCP is 
taking on a more direct role in governance.

1.5. Conclusion

The transparency and participation reforms that we examine in this 
study have helped to reduce corruption and enhance policy compliance 
in China. Yet these impacts have varied significantly across Chinese prov-
inces and cities, often depending on how vigorously local officials have 
implemented the reforms in their respective areas. Extrapolating from 

 65 “Netizens’ choices of State Council’s top 10 policies in 2014,” January 14, 2015 http:// 
english.gov.cn/ news/ top_ news/ 2015/ 01/ 14/ content_ 281475039080788.htm.

 66 The Fourth Plenum announced the launch of new circuit courts, designed to oper-
ate across administrative regions, which could bolster judicial independence vis- à- vis 
local officials, and called for more professional training of law- makers, judges and pros-
ecutors. See “中共十八届四中全会在京举行” [Fourth Plenum communiqué] (Beijing: 
CCP Party Congress, 2014). See S. Lubman, “Key points in China’s flood of legal 
reform rhetoric –  China real time report,” Wall Street Journal (October 30, 2014); C. Li, 
“China’s Fourth Plenum has opened up discourse on constitutionalism, governance,” 
Brookings Institution, Washington, DC (October 2014).
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these empirical findings, a governance adviser to Xi Jinping could logi-
cally recommend that he sustain the administrative reforms of his prede-
cessor. Indeed, the Chinese leader should double down, hit the gas pedal, 
and apply the reforms more consistently across all provinces in order to 
achieve these impressive governance outcomes on a wider scale.

That said, our analysis also points out that it is not sufficient for the 
Chinese leadership to implement these reforms in isolation; for the 
reforms to generate citizen responses and achieve their intended out-
comes, they also need to be carried out in a broader societal ecosystem 
that includes an active media and robust civil society. Our logic is simple 
on this point. Transparency is effective at deterring corruption if gov-
ernment information is meaningful, if internet and media channels are 
open, and if average citizens believe they can call out corrupt officials 
and be reasonably confident that the officials will be sanctioned and the 
risk of retribution is low. At the same time, public hearings and notice- 
and- comment procedures are informative when they provide genuine 
opportunities for critical views to be heard in a policymaking process, 
including views from groups and individuals who otherwise have lim-
ited access to such deliberations. Conversely, transparency is unlikely 
to reduce corruption and participation will have little impact on policy 
outcomes when a regime takes steps to suppress public debate, restrict 
the media and the Internet, and limit space for civil society development. 
Under these conditions, the governance reforms outlined in this study 
may inadvertently become the window dressing that critics were so quick 
to dismiss when the reforms were first enacted. Such signs are already 
beginning to emerge, as we discuss further in Chapter 8.

Our study also identifies the specific policy perils of curtailing the 
growth of civil society organizations –  particularly for improving environ-
mental conditions across China, a top priority of the Chinese leadership. 
We find that greater public participation is effective in reducing environ-
mental violations by polluters, as noted earlier, but enhanced participa-
tion by itself will not lead to improved environmental conditions; rather, 
participation must be combined with robust civil society networks for it 
to lead concomitantly to improvements in water quality in a given prov-
ince. These findings present a clear policy conundrum for the current 
leadership. Does it continue to place constraints on civil society, presum-
ably out of fear that Chinese NGOs could one day transform into politi-
cal organizations and challenge the CCP’s supremacy? Or does it loosen 
the reins and allow these groups to help combat a key source of mass 
protest incidents and political unrest in China today (i.e., environmental 
accidents and degradation)?
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These policy and related theoretical questions animate the next two 
parts of the book, which explore both the drivers and impacts of China’s 
transparency and participation reforms in greater depth. The final chap-
ter then considers the implications of our research for theoretical debates 
on Chinese governance and for the future of the Chinese regime more 
broadly. Put simply, what is the road ahead?
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